Personalities on the Campus News Front

Rescued...
Whether he likes it or not, Robert Wolfe is being saved from a watery fate in the Penn College pool by self-appointed lifeguards Lois Henke, Nancy Clarke, and Martha Schnitter.

TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME...
Wives of student veterans living at Hillside Campus, a trailer village at Rutgers University, find the adjacent stadium area a fine place to spend the afternoon. We doubt if all the passengers of the above buggies saw much of the game. (Hanney Photo)

With the aid of a grease-paint mustache and a cigar, Charles Scavullo, Stevens Institute of Technology sophomore, gives a remarkably accurate imitation of funnyman Groucho Marx.

Reconversion...
An Army bomber canopy on top of a surplus jeep gives Bill Byrd of Alabama Polytechnic Institute a car which rivals the best of today's streamlined models. (Vandegrift Photo)

Joseph's coat...
Not recommended for formal wear is this gay patchwork suit, worn by Bill Price of Southern Illinois Normal University. Chief Barker for the school's annual carnival, Bill gave out with a spiel that really packed in the crowds.